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Transcriptional levels within the ftsQ4Z region of the Escherichia coli chromosome were correlated with
chromosome replication and the division cycle. The transcripts were measured either in synchronous cultures
generated by the baby machine technique or in dnaC2(Ts) mutants that had been aligned for initiation of
chromosome replication by temperature shifts. Transcription within the ftsZ reading frame was found to
fluctuate during the cell cycle, with maximal levels about midcycle and a minimum level at division, in cells
growing with a doubling time of 24 min at 3rC. Examination of transcription in dnaC(Ts) mutants aligned for
chromosome replication indicated that the periodicity was due to a reduction in transcripts coincident with
replication of theJfsQAZ region. Transcription originating upstream of theJft4 gene exhibited the periodicity
and accounted for a significant proportion of the transcripts enteringftsZ. The most obvious interpretation of
the data is that replication of the region transiently inhibits transcription, but alternative explanations have
not been ruled out. However, no other relationship between transcription and either replication or division was
detected.
There have been several recent reports suggesting that
certain genes in Escherichia coli are transcribed periodically
with respect to either chromosome replication or the cell
division cycle. Especially notable among these are genes that
encode products involved in an aspect of chromosome replication (4, 15, 20-22). Expression of the dnaA gene has been
found to vary profoundly in the cell cycle because of an
inhibition of transcription while the newly replicated gene is
hemimethylated (4, 16, 22). This period of inhibition can last
up to half of the interdivision time. Transcription of the gidA
gene, located immediately to the left of the origin of chromosome replication, oriC, displays an identical oscillatory pattern
(15, 22). The mioC gene, adjacent to oriC on the right side, also
exhibits a strong periodicity in expression but with considerably
different kinetics. mioC transcription is shut off prior to
initiation of chromosome replication and apparently remains
off for several minutes after initiation of replication, similar to
dnaA and gidA (15, 22). The shutoff of the mioC gene could be
due to DnaA protein binding upstream of its promoter and
may be necessary for initiation of replication. Transcription of
the genes encoding ribonucleotide reductase has also been
shown to fluctuate in the cycle, with a maximum level of
expression coincident with initiation of replication (20, 21). It
is conceivable that these transcriptional periodicities play roles
in regulating initiation of replication such that transcripts
required for replication are maximally expressed just prior to
replication and then shut down after initiation as part of the
mechanism to prevent premature reinitiation of replication.
Conversely, genes whose transcripts might prevent initiation,
such as mioC, might need to be shut down prior to the event.
Another identifiable event in the bacterial cell cycle is the
initiation of invagination of the cell envelope during the
division process. Shortly after completion of a round of

chromosome replication, an invagination begins to form midcell, eventually leading to cell fission about 20 min later (10).
Among the numerous proteins required for the division process, the product of the ftsZ gene acts early in the initiation of
invagination and is found localized in a ring around the cell at
this site (2). It remains at the leading edge of the invagination
and then dissociates when division is completed. Initiation of
cell division could be set by the periodic formation of the FtsZ
ring, possibly because of timed self-assembly of the structure
(13). It is also conceivable that regulation of expression of the
gene plays a role in this periodicity of FtsZ action. The ftsZ
gene resides within a contiguous group of cell division genes
and is transcribed from several promoters located in upstream
genes (1, 18, 19, 24). Garrido et al. (8) have recently examined
ftsZ expression in the cell cycle and found a maximum level of
transcription coincident with initiation of chromosome replication. They also reported that the periodicity in transcription
originated from the most proximal promoters, located in the
adjacentftsA gene (see Fig. 1), which accounted for about 80%
of the transcripts. Earlier studies of ftsZ transcription employing transcriptional fusions to lacZ reached conflicting conclusions. It was reported that transcription was restricted to the
time of cell division (7) and that it occurred throughout the
cycle with a doubling in rate at the time of initiation of
replication (17), but only promoters ftsAp, ftsZ3p, and ftsZ4p
(see Fig. 1) were employed in these studies. Garrido et al. (8)
did not detect periodicities in transcription from these promoters.
In this study, we examined ftsZ transcription, using both

synchronous cultures and cells aligned for initiation of chromosome replication by temperature shifts with dnaC mutants.
We agree with the finding of Garrido et al. (8) that ftsZ is

expressed periodically in the cell cycle and conclude further
that the periodic expression is due to inhibition of transcription
around the time of gene replication, as opposed to an activation of transcription near the time of initiation of chromosome
replication. Furthermore, transcription from upstream of ftsA
was found to contribute significantly to the periodic expression.
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FIG. 1. Map of the ftsQAZ operon indicating the oligonucleotide
probes used in the S1 assays. The reading frames of the genes
(rectangles), positions of promoters (filled arrowheads), and locations
of putative DnaA boxes (open triangles) are shown. The approximate
positions of the complementary oligonucleotide probes used in the S1
assays (short lines below map) are indicated. Although the site
designated Z1 has been reported to be a promoter (1, 8), recent
evidence indicates that it corresponds to an RNase E cleavage site (3).

images were quantitated with the NIH Image 1.41 program.
Because of the limited linear response range of the film and
the variation in intensity of the signals produced by the
different probes used simultaneously in the S1 transcription
assays, multiple exposures of most autoradiograms were
scanned to allow accurate quantitation.
RESULTS

Transcription offtsZ during synchronous growth. To investigate the cell cycle-dependent transcription of ftsZ in cells that
were minimally disturbed from steady-state growth, the baby
machine was used to obtain synchronous cultures (22). E. coli
B/rA cells growing exponentially at 370C in minimal medium
containing glucose and Casamino Acids were attached to a

nitrocellulose membrane filter and then flushed continuously
with culture medium. Samples of the effluent, containing
newborn cells released from the immobilized population, were
collected at consecutive 3-min intervals and incubated for
various times to obtain cells at different stages in the division
cycle. Samples of the synchronous cultures were taken at
intervals, the RNA was extracted, and the levels of ftsZ
transcripts were determined. Transcripts were quantitated
according to the level of protection of a 55-nt complementary
oligonucleotide, labeled with 32P at the 5' end, from digestion
by nuclease S1 after hybridization with the RNA samples. The
probe consisted of 45 nt complementary to RNA formed
within the reading frame of the gene (Fig. 1) and 10 nt of
noncomplementary DNA at the 3' end. Thus, transcripts
within the gene protected 45 nt of the labeled probe, and any
undigested unhybridized oligonucleotide remained at 55 nt.
The assay also contained a 55-nt probe complementary to 35 nt
of the transcripts from the rpoA gene as a nonfluctuating
control. After S1 digestion, the protected fragments were
electrophoresed on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The
resultant autoradiogram was scanned to quantitate the ratio of
ftsZ transcripts to rpoA transcripts, and the results are shown in
Fig. 2. The level of ftsZ transcript varied periodically over two
cell cycles, with a maximum about midway in the cell cycle and
a minimum at the time of the synchronous cell division. The
calculated times of initiation of chromosome replication and
replication of the ftsZ gene are also shown in the figure. The
results agree with the report of Garrido et al. (8), in that there
was a maximum level of transcripts at a time near initiation of
chromosome replication in the cell cycle. However, if the
periodicity was due to a coupling of transcription to an aspect
of the cell cycle, it could be explained equally well by an
enhancement of transcript levels caused by initiation of repli-
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Bacteria, growth conditions, and radioactive labeling. The
strains employed were E. coli K-12 PC2 (dnaC2 thyA47 leu-6
deoC3 Strr) (5), K-12 DG76 (the parental strain), and B/rA
(ATCC 12407). Cultures were grown in minimal salts medium
(22) supplemented with 0.1% glucose plus 0.2% Casamino
Acids (Difco Laboratories). When necessary, thymine was
added at 10 pug/ml. For synchronous-growth experiments, 100
ml of minimal medium was inoculated with bacteria from a
fresh stationary-phase stock, diluted approximately 1:1,000,
and incubated until the cells were growing exponentially at the
desired concentration. For temperature shift experiments, E.
coli K-12 PC2 dnaC2 was grown for a minimum of five
doublings at 30'C, shifted to 40'C for 60 min, and then
returned to 30'C (11). In some experiments, the cells were kept
at 30'C for the remainder of the experiment, whereas in others
the cells were shifted back to 40'C after 6 min at 30'C. For
measurement of DNA replication, 1.0-ml samples were removed from the cultures and placed in a test tube in a shaking
water bath at the growth temperature along with 1 puCi of
[3H]thymidine (72.9 Ci/mM; NEN) for 5 min, and uptake was
determined as described previously (22). Bacterial concentrations were determined with a model ZB Coulter electronic
particle counter. Absorbances of the cultures were measured
at 600 nm with a Milton Roy Spectronic 601 spectrophotometer.
Synchronous-growth experiments. The baby machine technique was used to obtain synchronous cultures (22). Briefly,
cultures of E. coli B/rA growing exponentially at 370C (100 ml)
containing 5 X 107 cells per ml were filtered onto the surface
of a type GS 142-mm-diameter membrane filter (Millipore
Corp.) in an incubator at 37°C. The filter was inverted, and
elution with fresh medium was begun. After a delay of 12 min
to allow for the release of weakly attached cells, consecutive
3-min samples were collected from the effluent. An aliquot was
taken from each sample for determination of cell concentration, and the rest of the sample was transferred to a culture
flask and placed in a 37°C shaking water bath. Cells at different
stages of the cell cycle were obtained by incubating each
sample for a different length of time and harvesting the
samples 2 min apart. At the end of the period of synchronous
growth, a second aliquot of cells was taken for determination
of cell concentration and the balance of the synchronous
culture was placed on ice for isolation of total cellular RNA.
Quantitative S1 nuclease transcription assays. Isolation of
total cellular RNA and the S1 nuclease protection assays were
performed as described in detail previously (22). The probes
used in the S1 nuclease assay were synthetic oligonucleotides
purchased from Keystone Scientific (Menlo Park, Calif.) which
complemented the transcripts of interest. Crude oligonucleotides were purified by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis on an
8% acrylamide-9 M urea gel. The probes were designed so
that S1-protected fragments following hybridization to total
cellular RNA would be a minimum of 10 nucleotides (nt)
shorter than the undigested probe to prevent interference in
the subsequent analysis. This was achieved by overlapping the
transcriptional start site and/or by tailing the 3' end of the
probe with a mismatch to the transcript. The oligonucleotide
probes were 5' end labeled with polynucleotide kinase (U.S.
Biochemicals) and [_y-32P]ATP (NEN) (>3,000 Ci/mM). To
quantitate transcripts, 5 or 10 ,ug of total cellular RNA was
coprecipitated with 0.3 to 0.6 ng of 5'-32P-end-labeled oligonucleotide (50,000 to 100,000 cpm). Densitometric quantitation of autoradiograms was performed with a UMAX UC630
flat-bed scanner connected to a Macintosh computer. The
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FIG. 2. Total ftsZ transcript levels in the divisio In cycle. Total
transcripts entering the ftsZ gene were assayed on ti he basis of S1
nuclease protection of a 32P-labeled oligonucleotide probe by total
RNA isolated from baby machine-generated synchrono us cultures. *,
values expressed as the ratio of the ftsZ protected signial to the rpoA
protected signal; A, synchronous-growth curve. The asverage time of
initiation (Init) of chromosome replication in the cell ccycle, based on
an a, (cell age at initiation) of 72 - (C + D) min, w]here C + D is
assumed to be 64 min for E. coli B/rA grown in minimad medium with
glucose and Casamino Acids at 370C (10), and the asverage time of
replication (Repl) of the 2-min map region, i.e., 18 map min from orC,
based on 18/50 X C, with a C of 42 min at 370C, are s hown.

cation or by a depression in levels due to an inhibiitory effect of
either gene replication or cell division.
Transcription ofJfsZ in cells aligned for initia tion of chromosome replication. In an effort to identify the explanation for
the periodicity in transcription of ftsZ in the divis ion cycle, the
relationship between ftsZ transcription and chroimosome replication was examined'during temperature shifts o)f E. coli K-12
PC2 dnaC2. A culture growing at 30'C (permiss;ive temperature) was shifted to 40'C (nonpermissive temper*ature) for 60

initiated. The cells were thus aligned for initiation of replication and had accumulated initiation potential for two subsequent rounds of replication. Upon return to 30'C, a round of
replication initiated immediately at the shift and then another
round began about 25 to 30 min later. Samples were taken at
intervals, the RNA was extracted, and the levels of ftsZ
transcripts were determined with the same probe as described
for the baby machine experiments. After S1 digestion, the
protected fragments were electrophorpsed, and an autoradiogram of a representative gel is shown in Fig. 3A. The ftsZ
transcript levels fluctuated after the return to 30'C, and the
rpoA transcript levels did not change appreciably. Quantitation
of the autoradiogram is shown in Fig. 4. After the return to
300C, the ftsZ transcript level decreased for about 10 min,
remained constant or increased slightly for the next 15 min,
decreased again, and then finally increased. As indicated in the
figure, the minimum in transcript levels occurred shortly after
the gene replicated and coincidentally with initiation of the
second round of chromosome replication. This fluctuation was
due to a change in ftsZ transcript levels and not to the
normalization with rpoA, since the rpoA levels did not vary in
the experiments reported here (Fig. 3A) or previously (22).
Figure 5 shows the results of a similar experiment which was
extended for a longer period after the shift back to the
permissive temperature. Two valleys inftsZ transcript level can
be seen, and these both occur at about the time the gene
replicated during the first and second rounds of replication.
The preceding results show two major fluctuations in transcript levels: an initial decrease lasting about 10 min and then
a second minimum at about 26 min. As a first step toward
identifying the explanations for this pattern, it was necessary to
determine if the change in temperature alone caused any of the
fluctuations. Accordingly, the same temperature shift experiment was performed with E. coli K-12 DG76 dnaC' (Fig. 6). In
this case, the transcript level decreased for the first 10 min after
the shift to 30'C, as was seen with the dnaC2 temperaturesensitive mutant, but the minimum at 26 min was absent. Thus,
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FIG. 3. Levels of transcripts in ftsZ (A) and ftsQ (B) during a temperature shift of K-12 PC2 dnaC2. K-12 PC2 dnaC2 growing exponentially
at 300C in glucose-Casamino Acids minimal medium was shifted to the nonpermissive temperature (40'C) for 60 min and then returned to 300C.
At the times indicated between the gels (in minutes), 10 pug of total cellular RNA was hybridized to 32P-labeled probes that detected total
transcripts entering ftsZ and ftsQ (Fig. 1) and rpoA and analyzed by quantitative S1 nuclease protection. The protected fragments were separated
by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), and autoradiograms of the gels are shown. The positions of the protected fragments are shown at
the left. The first two lanes in panel A show the positions of the undigested probes.
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the initial decrease was due to a reduction in the relative
abundance of ftsZ at the lower temperature. Furthermore, the
similarity of the results during the initial portions of the shift of
the dnaC+ and dnaC(Ts) mutant strains to 30°C indicates that
initiation of chromosome replication, which occurred synchronously only in the dnaC mutant, did not influence transcription, neither inducing it, as would be consistent with the results
of the synchronous-growth experiments (Fig. 2) (8), nor inhibiting it, as was a possible interpretation of the data in Fig. 4.
To unequivocally rule out an involvement of initiation of
chromosome replication in the decrease inftsZ transcripts seen

J
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FIG. 4. Quantitation offtsZ transcript levels during a temperature
shift of K-12 PC2 dnaC2. The intensities of the bands in the autoradiogram in Fig. 3A were quantitated, and the ratios of intensities of the
ftsZ protected signal to the rpoA protected signal are shown. The
average time of replication (repl) of the 2-min map region based on
18/50 X C, with a C of 70 min at 30°C, is indicated.
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FIG. 6. Total ftsZ transcript levels during a temperature shift of
K-12 DG76. The experiment and explanations are as described in the
legends to Fig. 3 and 4 except that the experiment was performed with
the parental DG76 strain.

in the temperature shift experiments at 26 min after the return
to 30'C, an experiment was performed to prevent the second
initiation event at 30'C. To accomplish this, a culture of PC2
was subjected to the same temperature shift protocol except
that the cells were returned to 40'C after only 6 min at 30'C
(4). This permitted the cells to initiate the first round of
replication but prevented any further initiation events. RNA
samples were again taken at intervals, and the ftsZ transcript
levels are shown in Fig. 7. A minimum of ftsZ transcripts was
again seen coinciding with replication of the ftsZ gene during
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FIG. 5. Total ftsZ transcript levels during a long-term temperature
shift of K-12 PC2 dnaC2. The experiment and explanations are as
described in the legends to Fig. 3 and 4 except that the samples were
taken at 5-min intervals for a total of 90 min at 30°C.

Time (min)
FIG. 7. Total ftsZ transcript levels during a temperature shift of
K-12 PC2 dnaC2 from 40 to 30°C and back to 40°C. The experiment
and explanations are as described in the legends to Fig. 3 and 4 except
that the culture was returned to 40°C after 6 min at 30°C. repl, average
time of gene replication.
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FIG. 8. (A) Levels of transcripts from promoterftsZ3p, and reading through the region (RT), during a temperature shift of K-12 PC2 dnaC2.
The experiment was performed as described in the legend to Fig. 3 except that the oligonucleotide probe overlapped the transcriptional start site
of promoterftsZ3p. The last two lanes show a control assay with yeast tRNA and the undigested probe. (B) Comparative levels of transcripts from
five different sites within the ftsQAZ region indicated by the probes in Fig. 1. Total RNA was isolated from a culture of PC2 growing exponentially,
and 10 pug of total cellular RNA was hybridized to the 32P-labeled probes shown in Fig. 1 and analyzed by quantitative S1 nuclease protection.
Triplicate samples of the protected fragments for each probe (identified above each set of lanes) were separated by PAGE, and an autoradiogram
of the gel is shown. The positions of the protected fragments due to transcription initiated fromftsZ2p andftsZ3p, to the RNase E cleavage product
Z1, and to transcription in theftsZ andftsQ open reading frames are indicated at the sides. Position RT corresponds to transcripts reading through
the three designated promoters. The same rpoA probe was used in all five sets of experiments.

the first round of synchronized chromosome replication. Since
a second round of replication was prevented in the experiment,
an involvement of initiation in this reduction inftsZ transcripts
was ruled out. All of the findings indicate that ftsZ transcript
levels were reduced coincidentally with replication of the gene.
The findings are thus consistent with the idea that gene
replication inhibits transcription, as also appears to be the case
for the dnaA and gid4 genes (4, 15, 22).
Transcription from upstream promoters in cells aligned for
initiation of chromosome replication. It was next of interest to
gain information on the origins of the transcripts that respond
as indicated by the previous experiments. It has been suggested
that periodicities in ftsZ expression originate from a proximal
promoter in the ftsA gene, probably ftsZ2p (8), since the
previously designated promoterftsZlp appears to be an RNase
E cleavage site (3). Accordingly, we first employed an oligonucleotide probe which enabled examination of total transcription originating upstream of this promoter, as well as transcription from promoter ftsZ3p, in a single temperature shift
experiment. The transcripts were quantitated according to the
level of protection of a 66-nt probe whose 3' end overlapped
the transcriptional start site of ftsZ3p by 10 nt (Fig. 1) and
contained an additional noncomplementary 10-nt tail. Thus,
transcripts originating from ftsZ3p protected 46 nt of the
labeled probe and those from upstream read-through protected 56 nt. The fluctuations in levels of the transcripts
originating from promoters upstream of ftsZ3p during the
temperature shift, as seen in the autoradiogram in Fig. 8A and
the quantitation in Fig. 9, were indistinguishable from those
observed within the reading frame of the gene (Fig. 3A and
Fig. 4). Expression of transcripts originating from ftsZ3p was at
a much lower level and did not show clear periodicity. Figure

8B shows transcript levels at five positions in the ftsQAZ
region. The abundance of the transcripts originating from
promoters ftsZ2p and ftsZ3p, relative to that of transcripts
originating from upstream of each of these promoters, can be
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FIG. 9. Quantitation of transcripts initiated at ftsZ3p, and reading
through the region (RT), during a temperature shift of K-12 PC2
dnaC2. The intensities of the bands in the autoradiogram in Fig. 8A
were quantitated, and the densities of the bands are shown. The rpoA
probe was not used in this experiment because the presence of any
undigested probe would interfere in quantitation of the read-through
transcript.
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FIG. 10. Levels of transcripts from upstream promoters during a
temperature shift of K-12 PC2 dnaC2. The experiment and explanations are as described in the legends to Fig. 3 and 4 except that the
oligonucleotide probe complemented transcripts enteringftsQ (Fig. 1).

figure. It is evident that the sum of transcripts
initiated from these promoters accounts for less than half of
the total transcription reading through this region.
There are three putative DnaA boxes in the vicinity of the
junction between ftsQ and ftsA (Fig. 1). Although evidence
indicates that DnaA protein is not directly involved in the
regulation of transcription of ftsZ (8, 14), it was of interest to
determine the influence of the boxes, if any, on the transcription pattern and thus to determine if transcripts originating
upstream fluctuate in the same manner. The oligonucleotide
probe used for the assay contained 45 nt complementary to the
reading frame of the ftsQ gene, upstream from promoterftsAp
(Fig. 1), with a 10-nt noncomplementary tail at the 3' end. It
was found that transcript levels in this region of the operon
fluctuated in the same manner in temperature shift experiments as those in ftsZ, as shown in the autoradiogram in Fig.
3B and the quantitation in Fig. 10. Thus, the transcription
pattern was not influenced significantly by the DnaA boxes,
and the reduction in transcripts near the time of gene replication was also seen for those originating from promoters located
upstream of ftsQ.
seen in the

DISCUSSION

ftsZ gene expression was found to fluctuate during the cell
cycle of E. coli, with a maximum in transcript levels at about
midcycle and a minimum at division, in cells growing with a
doubling time of 24 min at 37TC. Examination of transcription
in cells aligned for chromosome replication by temperature
shifts of a dnaC(Ts) mutant indicated that the periodicity in
transcription was due to inhibition of transcription at the time
the gene replicated. The periodic transcription pattern in the
division cycle was similar to that reported recently by Garrido
et al. (8), but our interpretations differ. Those authors concluded that ftsZ transcription could be activated around the
time chromosome replication initiated, similar to the activation of several genes and gene products in eukaryotes prior to
entry into S phase, leading eventually to the accumulation of
sufficient FtsZ protein to trigger division. Our studies with cells

aligned for initiation of chromosome replication did not demonstrate an activation of transcription but, rather, a brief
inhibition coincident with replication of the gene. Another
aspect of our findings that differed from those of Garrido et al.
(8) relates to the promoters responsible for the cell cycledependent transcription. They reported that it was due to the
proximal ftsZ promoters within ftsA, which accounted for 80%
of the total transcripts entering ftsZ, and not the upstream
promoters. We, on the other hand, found a large proportion of
transcription to originate from upstream. Thus, there is disagreement as to the origins of the major transcripts entering
ftsZ (6, 8, 9, 18, 23, 24), and additional studies with cells
growing at different rates will be needed to resolve this issue.
Two earlier studies of ftsZ expression in the cell cycle
employed transcriptional fusions of the ftsZ3p, ftsZ4p, and
ftsAp promoters to lacZ. Dewar et al. (7) reported that
transcription was restricted to the time of cell division in cells
synchronized by selection of small cells from a sucrose gradient. Robin et al. (17) reported that transcription took place
throughout the cycle but doubled at around the time of
initiation of chromosome replication in cells synchronized by
repetitive phosphate starvation. It is very difficult to compare
our findings with those of these authors because of the
considerable differences in the experimental technology and
the properties of the strains analyzed. We employed a direct
assay of total levels of transcripts from the indigenous gene,
using two methods to obtain cells at known stages of the
division cycle and/or chromosome replication. This was not the
case with the earlier studies. Furthermore, the earlier work was
restricted to promoters which may not be the major ones for
transcription of the gene. Ghelardini et al. (9) also examined
cell cycle expression of ftsZ, but their results are difficult to
compare with our work because of synchronization by bacteriophage Mu which altered DNA topology.
The most obvious interpretation of our data is that replication of the 2-min region of the chromosome inhibits transcription of ftsZ for an interval. This has previously been shown to
be the case for the dnaA and gidA genes, but the durations of
the inhibitions in aligned dnaC(Ts) cultures were considerably
longer and more pronounced. In these cases, the inhibition was
probably due to the sequestration of hemimethylated promoter
DNA into the cell membrane, which can last 10 min or more
(4, 16). Methylation of adenine in GATC sequences by Dam
methylase leads to release of the bound DNA and resumption
of transcription. The only GATC sequence in the region shown
in Fig. 1 is in ftsZ2p, which is not likely to account for the
inhibition of upstream transcription. It is also conceivable that
movement of the replication fork through the region could
knock the RNA polymerase off the DNA to temporarily inhibit
transcription. However, evidence seems to suggest that this is
not likely to be the case for E. coli (12). Consequently, the
explanation for the presumptive inhibition of transcription
remains unknown and could be related to factors other than, or
in addition to, gene replication.
Finally, the studies reported here and elsewhere (9a) emphasize the problems associated with reaching conclusions as
to the timing, durations, and causes of cell cycle periodicities
from studies of synchronously dividing cells alone. The periodicity detected for transcription of ftsZ could have been
explained by various means, including an enhancement at a
specific time in the cycle or an inhibition a half-cycle later or
both. It was not until an alternative method was also employed
that data to indicate that the periodicity was likely due to an
inhibition of transcription were obtained. Furthermore, the
dispersion in the ages of the synchronous cells, even with a
method as gentle as the baby machine technique, makes it
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difficult to establish the timing or durations of short-lived
events with accuracy. Since the standard deviation in cell age of
the newborn cells from a baby machine is on the order of 10 to
15% of the interdivision time, any periodicities caused by
activation or inhibition of transcription of a gene would be
expected to be seen as broad, gradual fluctuations rather than
sharp peaks and valleys. Studies of cells aligned for chromosome replication with temperature shifts of initiation-defective
mutants yield more experimentally distinct periodicities for
replication-dependent events than do studies with synchronous
cultures. This was seen previously with studies of the transcription of dnaA and mioC (22) and here with ftsZ.
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